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HA TIORRIAGE INTO THE INT741RNAL CAPSULE íITH SP CIAL 

REFERENCE TO THF; AFTER GAIT. 

During the last five years , I have had under my sola 

charge in private practice the care of ten cases of 

Haemorrhage into the Intrnal Capsule I have made 

a practical study of these cases ,by writing . graphic 

methods and by photography . These notes and records 

form the basis of this thEhsis . 

I shall endeavo_._r to make it as practical as possible 

and shall therefore give an account of these ten casas 

and then stat : 'ny own observations r :garding the ?tiology 

Pathology prognosis , Swopritamm and Treatment of these 

ten cases . 

A most important question after cerebral haemorrhage 

is " Will the patient be able to walk again , and if so 

to what extent ? ß I have made this subject of AFTER G IT 

a special study . I shall show by photographic records 

the characteristic gait that comes on after a cerebral 

haemorrhage into the Internal capsule . 

I shall describe the first case - that of A.P. more fully 

than the others as it is a very typical case and serves 

well to illustrate the symptoms of cerebral haemorrhage 

into the internal capsule .The after gait in each case 

has been recorded in which the patient was sufficiently 

able to walk , to make an inteli ent record 



ACCOUNT OF THE CASE OF A.P. 

A,p,male age 37 . The patient was an engraver.Previous 

tothe hour of his attack he was in his usualgood 

health. No premonitary symptoms were present . 

While at dinner on the 1st April 1904 he felt a 

severe pain in the left side of his head. He cried 

out from the pain and put his hand to the left side, 

of his head . Almost at once he subsided to his left 

side and fell to the floor . 

I saw him about fifteen minutes afterthis . He was 

lying on the floor ,unconscious I was told that 

when the attack first began that the patient shook 

as if he was in a fit and ground his teeth. 

When I first saw him the arms and legs were flaccid 

The teeth were clenched . The pupils were equal and 

contracted , and no corneal nor light reflex was 

obtained. The knee jerks were absent in both legs. 

The heart was beating irregularly and the pulse was 

irregular and sr_all. The breathing was ste.torous 

AFTER SIX HOURS he was still unconscious . the 

temperature was 97.4F. The corneal and light flex*a. 



had returned and movements in the left arm and leg 

',were. observed . The head and eyes were turned to the 

left side . Foeces and urine had been voided un con- 

sciously . 

ffiEXT DAY consciousness had returned and the extent 

of the damage was apparent . The right arm and leg 

were totally paralysed ,as also was the right side of 

the face except for the right orbicularis and oecipito- 

frontalis muscles which were only weakened 

Total motor aphasia had come on . He could not originate 

words nor repeat words. Swalng was performed with 

difficulty . Food and saliva escaped from the right 

angle of the mouth . Slight regurgitation of fluids 

through the nose occured on swall4ing on several occas- 

ions . This however passed off in a few days . He lay 

all day semiconscious taking no notice of any one 

and not recognising even his own wife . Conjugate dev- 

iation remained very marked . ?Ie refused to make any 

attempt to speak . 

The THIRD DAY he made attempts to speak but only 



made a noise as if he was trying to say " Ah,Ah,Ah," 

and failed absolutely to make himself understood 

His temperature rose to 99.4 . The pulse was 96per 

minute . The same evening he became restless and moved 

his sound limbs freely . He seemed annoyed at his 

paralysed hand and picked it up frequently with his 

sound hand and let it drop impatiently . Tactile and 

painful sensations were unaffected . He now attempted 

to speak but could say nothing . Many. attempts were 

't!,>' die him say " Yes " but without success. When 

shewn a knife and asked if it was a pencilhe sign- 

ified displeasure and irritability and shook his head 

When asked if a knife was called a " Knife " he showed 

pleasure and nodded his head in approval . He could 

not write owing to the paralysed condition of his 

right arm . On trying to make him write with his left 

hand I found he could not form a single character- 

istic letter . 
He thus had total aphasia agraphia,. 

and alexia ,but could understand what was said to him. 

By the EVENING OF THE FOURTH DAY the pulse was loo 

per minute and the temperature 100. 2 F . 

The pulse remained quick and the temperature up for a 

few days and then gradually fell to normal by the 

eighth day. This showed a state of irritation of the h 

'heat centre by inflammatory thickening round the blood 

clot in the braid. There was still no rigidity of 

arm nor leg . Slight movement returned to the leg by 



t e third day. and by the end of the first weekthe 

hip knee and ankle joints could be freely moved . 

Speach began to return on the fifth day of the disease 

The first word he said :Eras "Yes'and he kept on saying it 

in a very unmeaning sort of way. After another two 

days he was able to repeat simple words spoken to him 

though he still kept on saying " Yes, Yes, Yes "in the 

same unmeaning way . It was now apparent that this 

" Yes,Yes,Yes, " was his attempt to say other words 

He could recognise himself that he was not saying what 

he meant to say .This annoyed him and he tried harder 

to say something I could understand ., but he only 

made a noise as if he were saying " AH All AHYes yes A. 

Ah Yes Yes AH Ah Ah Ah Yes ". After doing this for 

sometime he grew impatient and gave up the attempt . 

He gradually learned to speak again but he always 

spoke with great difficulty as if he were hunting up 

each word in the dictionary of his brain before he could 

utter it.He frequently pronounced a word wrongly 

but at once recognized it and proceeded carefully 

to correct it .After six months when his spetch was 

at its best he talked in a stoccato way and in a monot'n- 

ous tone of voice . 

The power in his arm began to come back after eight daÿs 

He could first shrug his should.r and the lex and ex- 

tend his elbow. Power never returned to his hand He 

was able to move his thumb and forefinger slightly but 

the movements in the other fingers of the right hand 

Was 



was always so slight as to be almost unnoticable 

Rigidity began to come on about thirteen days after the 

stroke occured .The fingers grew gradually flexed , 

the wrist became flexed also the elbow and the arm be- 

walkin1 came quite useless His powerof walking dad so far re-.: 

turned after six weeks that he was able to go for a 

walk of half a mile . At the same time he began to be 

very depressed . The thought that he v,ould never he 

able to work again was what depressed him most of all 

He seldom broke down and cried though on one occasion 

I saw him do so . He gradually refused to go out of the 

house but when he did go out he walked round a deep 

pond in a way that suggested that he contemplated 

suicide . He was carefully watched to prevent this , 

but he managed to take advantage of his wife's absence! 

and hanged himself in his own bedroom . This happened 

ten months after his first attack .No autopsy was ob- 

tained . 

During the chronic state preceeding his death rigidity': 

was well marked and affected his right arm and leg . 

Increased knee jerk , ankle clonus , and wrist jerk 

were ;.resent . Sensation remained unimpaired except 

over the upper arm where there was hyperaesthaesia 

ÌThe muscles of the affected leg and arm wasted great -' 

ly A characteristic gait came on . The following 

photograph shows the marks left by his feet when he 

walked along a long sheet of white paper with.the soles 

of his feet blackened with a black paste 



He had not been accustomed to walking barefooted 

and found it somewhat difficult to preserve his 

balance when he did so .After a little practice he 

did so with ease.This no doubt was due to the hemi- 

anaesthesia of the sole of his right foot . He had 

a very characteristic way ofwalking . The accompanying 

photo shows the following points regarding his way 

®f- walking 

(l }the right foot is not properly raised on taking a 

step.The result is a scraping of the toes ( except 

the big toe ) on the ground this is due to paresis 

of the anterior tibial muscles causing the toes to be 

(A) pointed by extention at the ank 

(B) inverte o the middle line 

Thus the four outer toes are the most dependent 

and scrape the the ground while the big toe does not 

scrape due to inversion at the ankle raising the big 

toe 

(1) the foot is everted . This is don, to give 

more balancing power and is not due to paresis of spec 

ial muscles 

(3) The right foot is not advanced so far in front 

of the left as the 3'eft foot is advanced in front of 

the right . This due to the L weak condition of 
A 

the right foot . In fact the patient does as 

evey one does -he puts his best foot first. 

e 



poot prints of A.P. to illustrate the 

points mentioned in the last page 

Lalms01. 

(4) The right toes scrape the ground twic e,Iusually, 

with each step - once on raising the foot from the 

ground and once just before placingit on the ground 
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Account of W.S. 

S. male age 65 was in his usual good health 
till5th Jan IOoq. On that date he was going to a meeting 

at which he had to make a speech . He fortified himsel 

forthe occasion with a little whisky and shortly after 

taking the stimulant he complained of a numb feeling 

coming over the right side of his body . Extreme weak- 

ness of all the muscles of his body came on but he 

¡did not lose consciousness 

I saw him about fifteen minutes after the onset . He 

was then sitting propped up in a chair ,hanging his 

head forward and mumbling words with no meaning . 

!Both sides of his body seemed to be paralysed but on 

careful examination it could be seen that the right si e 

was absolutely paralysed and that there was some power 

left in the left side . The face was congested , the 

pupils wereequal and _moderately contracted . The breath- 

ing was noisy and groani ng but not stertorous . The 

right cheek was puffed ollat each expiration . The lef t 

cheek was also puffed out but to a less extent . 

Improvement came within six hours . For a shart time 

he complained of seeing everything double . This very 

soon passed off . No strabismus could be detected . 

BY THE NEXT DAYthe patient was gmite conscious and abl 

to speak and converse . His speech was a little thick 

but this passed off completely in a few days and he w 

able to speak as he did before his attack . 

The right muscles of the face (except the frontalis 

s 



and the orbicularis palpebrarum ) the right arm and the 

right lag were completly paralysed for motion . 

The sense of touch was much impaired .He could feel when 

he was nipped but it took him about five seconds 

before he realised that he had been nipped . 

By the second day his .tempera..ure rose to 99.6 . The 

tongue was furred and the patient felt generally 

uncomfo rtable . The arm and leg affected showed slight 

early rigidity . The knee jerk in the right leg was 

much increased . There was no ankle clonus . The 

planter reflex on the right side was also much increased 

No conjugate deviation was present . Urination was 

throughout performed normally . The bowels became 

constipated and have ever since required drugs to 

cause defaecation . 

The patient remained in bed for three weeks , quite 

unable to get up ,During the first week he was unable 

to turn in bed , then power gradually came to him 

and he was able to pull up his leg and to turn in bed 

Soon he could shrug his shoulder and after that the 

power came to bend his elbow and last of all came the' 

power to move his fingers . The right side of his 

face gradually recovered its power during the first ten 

days . The occipito- frontalis muscle recovered com- 

pletely . The orbicularis almost completely The power 

to shut the right eye without shutting his left 

never returned .The other muscles of the right side of' 

the face gradually improved but always remained a 



little weaker than thos e on the left side of the face . 

Thelabdominal and thoracic muscles were unaffected . The 

sensation to touch over the right half of the abdomen 

and/thorax was diminished . The same hemianaesthaesia 

Obtained in the right arm ,leg , and side of face . 

After being confined to his room for six weeks the 

patient was sufficiently strong to be able to move 

about his house ,and after another fortnight he was 

able to walk outside a distance of a quarter of a mile 

He want on improving; for about six months . He was 

t.epeful and bright and attempted to improve his health 

After six :onths no more improvement came and he be- 

gan to get despondent . He gradually became weak - 

erjand could nut walk so far as he had done . Numb- 

ness and tingling and actual pain came on gradually 

all over the affected side of his body . 

His condition now a year and a half after his attack 

is as follows :- 

Paresis of the lower two thirds of the face ,right 

side The right arm and the right leg . He can 

walk a hundred yards at a time slowly and then has 

to rest . He has a typical gait as follows :- 

H e walks slowly and carefully . He keeps his eyes 

fixed on the ground about a yard in front of him . 

He swings his right leg round with each step as a 

cow swings her hind leg . He keeps his knee straight 

He does so because he feels his leg more secure and 
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reliablewhen the knee is straight than when it is bent 

He points the right toes outwards so as to give a broader 

base on which to balance himself . He scrapes his toes 

on the ground as he walks , with the result that he has 

had to have his boots repaired in the same place several 

times ,due to the scrape it gets on tie ground . He 

has always been a very careful man and is so still ; this 

accounts for the fact that when I'made the accompanying 

records of the way he walks the first record shows 

the walk of an ordinary individual except for a little 

turning out of the toes of the right foot 

FIRST RECORD OF W.S. 

POINTS TO NOTE 

(1) Short steps taken 

(2)Turning out of right toes 

(3) Slight falling of arch 

of right foot 

ct" 

(4) `,he"" foot is ad- 

vanced farther in front of 

the' 

versa, 

foot than vice 



// 

The second record of W.S. shows the same points as the 

first but in addition the fact that he scraped the 

grounQ. with his toes as he raised his right foot to 

take a step . The direction of the scrape is outwards 

and forwards ,- principally outwards. This is due to 

the fact that he swings his leg Ìoundivhen he walks 

.nstead of bending his knee 
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The following is an account of a case of cerebral 

haemorrhage which burst intt the lateral ventricle and 

caused death . 

THE CASE OF Mrs. H. 

Mrs .H. was a laundress aged 56 Vor a year previous to 

her attack she had had indifferent health due to aót is 

regurgitation and albuminuria , The heart was much 

hypertrophied . 

On 7th Feb 1903 she suddenly felt a pain in her head 

She sat down and lost the power of her left arm and leg 

I saw her minutes after the attack began . She had 

then nearly complete paralyses of the left arm and 

leg . She was quite conscious . The pupils were equal 

and contracted/to pin points . She was perspiring freely 

Her eyes were closed .She half raised the eyelids 

when asked to open her eyes . She could hear a watch 

ticking at her right ear and not at her left . ( prev- 

iously I know her hearing was equally good on both sides) 

C',lonic twitchings went on in the right arm and leg.On a' 

asking her to put out her tongue the tip pointed to the 

left .The muscles of the left side of the face -except 

the occipito frontalis and the arbicularis palpebrarum 

were paralysed The knee kerks were present . The left 

I.J. was not so strong as the right .There was no ankle 

c lonus .The pulse was .15 per minute with high tension 

After two hours she was still conscious , in faét more 

so than when the attack had lasted only ten minutes 

She could answerquestions but her speech was very slow 



thick and indistinct .She was kept sitting up in a cha 
ifour 

hours after the attack began ,and then she ha d 

a general convulsion . This took place as she was being 

laid down on a sofa The cheeks became flaccid ,being 

drawn in and puffed out at each breath . Loud snoring 

lso came on .Mucus collected in the throat and was 

of coughed up . The breathing became irregular and 

slo . The pulse became irregular and small . The tem- 

perature fell to 96.5 in the armpit . The paralysed 

side of the body felt warmer to the touch than the 

nonparalysed side . All reflexes became abolished , 

Urine and foeces escaped uncontrolled . She never again 

rallied and she died 4i -hours after the beginning of 

the attack . An autopsy was obtained at which the fol- 

lowing points regarding the brain were observed . 

Abort three ounces of blood lay under the dura mater 

of the brain and extended down the spinal canal under 

the spinal dura mater .The vessels on the surface of the 

brain were congested with blood .The brain was put away 

to harden for a month in formalin . clearing the 

surfLace of the hardened brain of the superficial after- 

ies a gush of blood,1came,on pulling out the striate 

arteries of the right middle cerebral art;ry,In the pos - 

iti 

a 1 

ing 

and 

n where these arteries enter the brain there was 

yer of brain substance about } inch thick separat- 

the surface of the brain from a mass of blood clot 

serum which occupied a cavityfih the brain that 



culd have held about ten ounces of fluid . Both later- 

al ventricles were filled with blood And the blood had 

broken into the adjoining brain substance and broken 

it yp /so that it was impossible to find the point from 

which the blood had originally come . Noaneuri/sms on the 

small areries could be found . 

No foot record of this case could be taken but from the 

study of the case during life and theautops esson was 

learned : -The patient had increased tension due to 

(1) Kidney disease - probably granular contracted kidney 

(2)HYpertrophied heart 

Due to these causes a vessel gave way in the brain in 

the region of the right internal capsule .Bleeding went, 

on slowly and stopped . For t =is reason the patient did, 

not lose consciousness at first and in fact improved 

till she was changed from a sitting to a reclining post- 

ure . This change of position increased the tension of 

the vessels in the brain and started the bleeding again. 

he blood broke into the lateral ventricles and caused 

the convulsion . Bleeding then continued till death 



The following photograph depicts a record made a year 

and a half after a cerebral haemorrhage It is taken 

TEE CASE OF J.K. 

J.K. a compositor , age 56 ,male had ajcerebral haem- 

orrhage on the 24th February 1902. The course the case 

ran was very like that of A.P. described before and 

,there is no object in going into details regarding the 

case . Afew main points of difference however must be 

noted . 

J.K.'s age was 56 A.P.'s age was 37 

JK. 's longest walk after A.P.'s longest walk after 

his haemorrhage was only his haemorrhage was about 

about 20 yards `1f a mile 

J.K.'s power of speech A.P.'s power of speech re- 

returned so little that turned so far that he could 

a st wiger could not under easily carry on a conversat- 

stand his words . ion. 

J.K.' is still alive A.P. committed suicide . 

Thus A.P. recovered his 12ower of walking to a much 

greater extent than did J.K. This point is well shown 

by a comparison of the two photographs 



PHOTOGRAPH OF A RECORD OF THE FOOT PRINTS OF J.K 

showing the following points. 

(1) Left foot normal, right foot affected 

2) Very short steps taken. 

3) Left foòt advanced at each step 

fight foot brought nearly up to the 

evel of left at each step . 

4) Toes of right foot urned out score 

han those of left foot . 

(5)Great toe second and third toes 

f right foot scrape the ground at 

he beginning of each step. 

6) Arch of right has fallen a little 

/ ¡' 

In each of the former cases the right leg was the 

affected one . In the following case the left leg 

is the affected one .The following record was made 

as(soon as the patient could walk , after his cer- 

ebral haemorrhage.i.e. about six weeks after the 

haemorrhage took place .The following is a short 

account of the case . 

THE CASE OF W.F. 

W. F. age 56 , a clerk,on6th August 1905 , had sympt- 

oms of haemorrhage into the right internal Capsule. 

followed by left haemiplegia.Fo at least a year prev- 

iously he ha been under my car- suffering fro_n albumin« 

uria with granular casts in the urine. On two occasions 

during that year he had had two uraemic attacks which 
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nifested themselves. day a general convulsion followed 

paresis of the left arm and leg . In both cases this 

paresis passed off in from 24 to 48 hours. 

The present attack began with a general convulsion 

and loss of consciousness . Consciousness returned 

after sixteen hours but it was not complete till ten 

days from the onset of unconsciousness.During these 

en days of semiconscio:__sness he appeare o be 

the point of death every time I saw him .Improvement 

began about the tenth day and went on every day till 

a ter two months he was able to get up and walk with 

h °lp . Whenever he could walk along a straight line 

a one with the áid of a stick I made the following 

r °cord of his footprints . 

RECORD OF W.F. 

Points to note 

1) Left foot affected, right foot normal 

(2) Short steps taken 

((3)Right foot advanced farther in front o 

31. 

1 ft than vice versa . 

4)The toes of the left foot are a little 

ore turned out thanithose of right foot . 

5) Scraping of the toed of the left foot 

n t.be ground . 

(G) In the first two s s made by the left 

f of the heel also scraped the ground. 



The following two photographs are shown to illustrate 

the gait five years after cerebral haemorrhage into 

the internal capsule . The patient A.N. has largely 

recovered from the effects of his stroke of five years 

ago .It still affects his walking a little .The first 

photograph shows :- 

(1) That he took short steps 

(2) That he turned out his right toes more than his 

left 

(3) That otherwise there is no indication by the rec- 

cord that the patient was suffering from hemipligia . 

rx..a 
_471z,-- 



-ke-next-phetegraph-e-a-rfis4ersl.-Riada-at-täe-samer-tim-a 

The-fatkentshewk-laager-steps 

The following photograph of4 reco d^m áde immediately . 

after the former shows the following points . 

(1) tete patient took longer steps than in the preceeding 

case 

O The toes of the right foot are more turned out than 

those of the left foot 

(3) the foot (right ) is not properly lifted off the 

grjound at each step . The outer toes of the foot scrape 

the ground . The big toe does not scrape the ground 

The reason for this is pointed out in the account of 

A.P. where the same phenomenon was observed 

Bore taking this latter record of A.N 's gait ,I 

asked him to walk smartly across the paper . In the pre- 

vious record he walked carefully ,and lifted his foot (rt 

high in the air to avoil scraping the toes. On getting 

him to walk smartly and in his ordinary manner the follow 

ing record was got. 



TH CASE OF Mrs B. 

Mrs B age 63 was a housewife . 7oth her father and 

mother died. of "apoplexy " Isaw her first on the 21st of 

June 1':01 .She was they_ suffering from 

There was no other paralysis .After three hours this 

aphasia passed away completely and the patient was able 

to speak as she did before 

After four days she had a similar attack .It lasted a 

little longer than the fors r one but also passed away 

completely . 

On 28t;í. June ( a week after the first attack ) she became 

unconscious and had symptoms pointing to haemorrhage 

into the internal capsule of the left side .She remained 

unconsci us for six hours .Vmhen consciousness returned 

it was four:d that her right are and leg were completel :r 

paralysed also the lower two thirds of the right side 

of the face .She had also total motor aphasia . 

On 18th July ( 20 days after the severe haemorrhage ) 

she was able to say "yes " and "no " and move her right 

leg a little .From this time onwards she :ade -.. or rapid 

improvement in the use of her muscles)but her mental 

state became very depres._-ed. On the 22nd day of the dis4- 

ease she said. " I-vrant to go to Jesus " . This was hen/11;1,47f- 

, utterance . Fly the 28th day she had recovered 

the power of calling things by their proper names e.g. 

when I showed her my watch and asked her what it was ,se 

replied after a little hesitation " WATCH " 



On the 28th day of the disease I noticed contraction 

coming on in the right arm . 7 er right arm has remained 

quite useless since that time .After two months from the 

beginning of the disease she was able to walk a few 

steps .She went on improving- for another three months 

and then no more improvement came and she began to go 

back. She gradually became bedridden When I last saw 

her about a year ago she was in the same state .She 

could not walk sufficientlylrrell to make a record of her 

footmarks. 

She thus went on im roving for six months after the 

haemorrhage and the)ysince that time has gone on growing 

weaker till now she is almost completely bedridden . 

THE CAS T'l OF Mrs . D. 

Mrs . D. age 55 ,a housewife was hurrying for a train 

when she felt what she thought was a knock on the head 

She could see nothing to have caused this . She felt 

pain in her head and soon fell to the ground . She had 

the appearnce of a drunken person .She was picked up aryl 

made to sit on a chair . I saw her about fifteen min- 

utes after the attack began . I found her propped up on 

the chair semiconscious , talking thickly and rambling 

as if she were drunk ( she had had no stimulant nor did 

her breath smell of it ) She was got home in a cab 

and laid on a bed and was now quite unconscio s . She 

remained unconscious for seven and a half hours and then 



6 adually regained consciousness . It was then found 

that she had complete paralysis of the lower two thirds 

ofthe face ( right side- ) also of the rig t arm and 

right leg . She had also total motor aphasia 

She gradually recovered the power in her leg first,. 

and then in her face . Her power of speech also returned 

sufficiently to let her carry on an intelligent conver- 

sation A very little power returned to the hand 

and arm .Improvement went on for about six Months , then 

no more improvement came and the patient became des- 

pondent and emotional . After a year patient could 

only walk with great difficulty and at the end of two 

years she seldom attempted to walk .Now at th end of 

thre : years she is almost bedridden . 

Watt 
The art case I shall describe is that of Mr. A.M. 

I have watched thid case during the chronic stage only 

He is said to have had a stroke in January 1902 

and again another in February 1903 .He now talks in a 

monotI ous tone of voice and can otherwise talk well 
left 

His rigftt- arm is weak ,but is useful . He has numb sen- 

lef_t 
. sations in the rt rt hand . He can use his fingers well 

and can write .His - t leg is weak but he can walk 

as far as a mile a day . He has thus made a fairly 

satisfactory recovery from a cerebral haemorrhage 

which has probabl;; taken place in the r internal 

capsule. He now has very little characteristic gait 



and in this lies the interest of the case . A casual 

look at the accompanying record does not se:;_:.i to sug- 

gest anything characteristic of haemorrhage into the 

internal capsule , but on closer inspection the fol- 

lowing characteristic points can be made out . 

(.l )very shd t steps taken 

. (2) Turning out of left toes more than 

right toes . 

!3) 

The right foot is advanced farther in front 

of the left than vice versa 



ACCOUNT OF THE CASE OF B. D. 

B. D. age61 had a fit on 24th March 19o2at 10.30 A. 7. 

He was going about his duty at his office . He had prev- 

iously had good health .The fit quickly passed offbut 

he remained insensible . I saw him in about fifteen 

minutes after the fit and found him lying on the floor 

He vaas then deeply unconscious .No light reflex could 

be got . Pupils were widely dilated. The arms and legs 

were quite flaccid .Respiration was deepl`r stertorous 

Surface of the body was ware and perspiring freely .The 

face was very congested Pulse was 78 . The radial 

artery atheromatous. 

After an hour movements of the left arm and leg were 

observed but right arm and leg remained quite flaccid 

I drew off about half a pint of clear sá,w coloured urine 

andfound it contain:d neither albumen nor sugar. 

I remained beside him for nearly 16 hours and saw him 

gradually grow more dee_ly unconscious , the breathing 

and pulse gradually grew feebler and more irregular 

and he died 16 hours after the haemorrhage began 

He never regained consciousness .No autòpsy was obtained 

but from the great similarity of the case to that of MrsB. 

in which I perfume d an autopsy it seems very probable 

that there was haemorrhag : into the right internal capsule 

which burst into the lateral ventricles and caused death 
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Having now completed the account of these cases I shall 

proceed to tabulate and discuss them.First as regards CAUSE 

In the case of A. P. age 37 cause unknown 

In the case of W. S. age 65 increased blood pressure 

due to whisky and hypertrophied 

heart from aortic regurgitation 

In the case of Mrs H. age 56 granular kidney and aortic 

regurgitation . 

In the case of J. K. age 56 cause unknown 

in the case of W. F. age 56 granular kidney 

In the case of A. N. age 61 granular kidney 

In the case of Tirs. B. age h3 atheroma 

In the case of Mrs. D. -- -age 55 - -- overstrain 

In the case of A. M. age 61 cause unknown 

In the case of B. T. age 61 atheroma and excitement 

Thus 90% were between 55 and 65 years of age 

and 10% under 55 years of age . 

30% were females , 70% were males 

30 ¡o had diseased kidneys 

20 % ad heart disease 

20 ó had atheromatous vessels 

In 10 6. exertion was the cause 

In 20 %. excitement was the cause 

In 30% no cause was discovered 



PR'GNOSIS. the most important symptom in forming a prognosis 

is undoLLbtedly the length and intensity of the primary 

insensibility . If it is long and severe , death or very 

imperfect recovery may be expected .Warning of approaching 

death during the initial coma in two cases was as follows 

(1)Clammy perspiration (2) Irregularity in the breathing 

(3) collection of mucus in the larynx (4) Absolute flaccid- . 

ity of both arms and both .legs (5) Marked fall of temper- 

ature . 

The following is a tabulated statement of results in the 

above ten cases made with a view to forming prognosis 

CASE TINE UNCONSCIOUS -AFTER 24 Ilrs -ONE MONTH ONE YEAR -TWO YEAR 
A. F : 4 hours dazed wa e a 

calf mile suicide - - - -- 

W.S. 6 hours quite conscious 
walked20 yas. 

walked half 
a mile 

can walk 
very litt_ 

hre. -T. + an hour died - -- - -- - -- 

J.K. 2o hours dazed walked 20 Yds. could not 
walkso fa_' 

W.F. 16 hours semiconscious. .and 
could stand could 

walk a walk 20 
ÿew steps yards 

cannot 
walì so 

Ittr 

A.N. Did not lose con - 
sciousness quite conscious walked walked 

well well 
walked 
well 

[rs.P6 hours dazed could not 
walk walked 20:0 

could 
walk 20 yds 

could not 
walk 

seldom 
attemed 

to walk Mrs ,D. 7d hours dazed 
could walk 
0 yards 

A.T" a few hours " ? ? ? can walk we 

B.D. 16 hours (died wh_le unconscioa: ) -- -- -- 
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Haemorrhage into the .ventricles is fatal if of great 

extent as in the case of airs . H, Great mental dopressicla 

may lealto suicide as in the case of A . P . In no case 

did any improvement take place after one year . In cases 

where improvement took place it went on till the expir- 

ation of about a year and then the patients Lot worse 

i.e. they gave up attempting to walk so :tar as they 

had done and became more helpless in evey way.In those 

cases in which no power returned to the arm in a month 

no return of power took place . :every case that recovered 

was able to walk in a month , except une case and she 

was able to stand and take a few steps with help in six 

weeks . In every case power returned to the shoulder . 

In two case more power returned to the leg than to the 

hand and only in one case did more power return to the 

hand than to the leg 

PATHOI,OGYWhen haemorrhage into the intern'. +.l capsule is 

severe as in the ease of Mrs.H. it first separates the 

nerve fibres and later on tears up the brain substance 

It thus forms a cavity for itself which extends in every 

direction . The walls of this cavity are very irregular 

and pieces of brain substance may be found mixed up with 

the blood in the cavity . :hen the blood reaches the 

lateral ventricles it extends into these and ceases to 

destroy the brain substance in the neighbourhood of the 

intrnal capsule . So great is the damage before this 

.happens that there is little chance of the patient's 



recovery So much damage is done by the haemorrhage that 
find 

it may be impossible to Qom the,vessel fron which 

the blood escaped .The blood extends on to the surface 

of the brain through the great transerse fissure . The 

pressure i nside the brain is increased in a case of 

sudden large intracranial haemorrhage and the con vol- 

utions an the surface of the . :tam spheres are flattened 

The blood within the cavity clots. 

Other organs which present changes most frequently 

are the heart and kidneys . In three cases I have sean 

hypertrophy of the heart , and in three cases granular 

casts in the urine pointing to granular contracted kid, - 

ney, 

14W-MITT .Prophylactic treatment for cerebral haem- 

orrhage consist in avoiding anything which raises the 

blood pressure especially overexertion and excit ent 

The excitement produced by alcohol should be especially 

avoided. simple living with easily digested food and 

the use of purgatives whenever required should be 

enjoined . I would also recommend a saline aperient 

regularly once a week. 

When the haemorrhage has actually begun I recommend keep- 

ing the patient sitting up whenever that is possible 

We want to draw the blood away from the brain .In 

fact the treatment for cerebral haemorrhage is the 
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Ice to the head and counterirritation elsewhere should 

also be adopted with a view to reducing blood pressure 

in the brain . 

During the after treatment I have found constipation 

a most constant symptom which required to be attended 

to.For this purpose I have found the most satisfaction 

from the use of the following pill 

P.odophyllin Gr 

Ext. Hyoscyam 4 Gr 

Ext Taraxacum 4 Gr 

Ext Colocynth. Co . ç Gr 

Ext. Jalap- Gr 
Leptandrin ¿ Gr 

I have found Strychnine useful in the after- treatment 

I have Pound Pates . Brom. decidedly harmful . On one 

occasion I gave it to quiet excitement . It had the desired 

effect but the patient ( W.P. ) lapsed into an apathetic 

semiconscious condition from which he was soon roused 

by Strychnine . By keeping him on Strychnine he has had 

no return of this condition . . I also saw Potas Brom 

'd harm in the case of W. S. to whom I gave it on two 

separate occasions with a view to allaying the numbness 

and tingling which went on in the affected side of 

his body On both occasions he said it made him feel 

ill and he refused to take more 

LIL._ ?A. 



exact reverse of that for syncope.The severe cases that 

I have treated by keeping them sitting up during the 

begining of the haemorr haga have done better than 

those that I have treated by keeping them lying down 

with their heads raised . .In the case of Mrs H. 

the patient remained conscious for four hours whil 

she was kept sitting up and un laying her down she at 

once became 6tinconscious and died in half an hour. 

In order to redace pressure of the blood in the cerebAl 

arteries during tha haemorrhage 

a most rational treatment is venesection . I did this 

in the case of B. D . but he died without regaining 

consciousness. 

Tt is difficult to guage the amount of 

benefit done by venesection . I would recommend it in c 

cases in which the haemorrhage is due to overexertion 

and excitement alsp i n other cases in which-the face 

is congested and the veins on the surface of the body 

are enorged with blood . Croton oil (5 drops ) should 

also be given at the onset with a view to reducing the 

arterial pressure . Less than 5 drops shouldnot be given 

or the action of the drug may be so long delayed that 

the cerebral haemorrhage may have stopped before the 

croton oil has had its - effect . The attendants should 

be well warned of the action which is to be expected , 

otherwise the patient may be moved so much in getting him 

clean after the action of the oil that more harm than 

good isdone . Ihave seen this occur once . 


